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.not bloom; if its blossoms are not fertilized; if the male and female element in the plants do not
join organisms to bring forth fruit as soon as they are sufficiently developed to do so--then man
regrets exceedingly. He has nothing but pity or contempt for any other individual in creation which
does not immediately and proudly function in a sexual way. And its sex function is the thing that
makes it beautiful inthe eyes of man and But man and woman have utterly disassociated
themselves from God s plan in Nature. Did you ever see the mother who gave her child the beautiful
flower point with pride to the fact that her baby was only her blossom and came into being in the
same way, through practically the same organism s fruition? No. And more than no. Thatmother
would consider as immoral anyone...
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This book is great. I could possibly comprehended everything using this published e book. I am easily could possibly get a enjoyment of reading a
published pdf.
-- Deanna Rath I-- Deanna Rath I

A fresh e-book with a brand new point of view. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Its been designed in an exceedingly simple way and is
particularly simply following i finished reading this publication through which actually modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Bernhard Russel-- Bernhard Russel
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